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Across
3. Uses an algorithm that transforms information and making it unreadable & 

inaccessible to anyone except for those who have the appropriate credentials
5. Restrict network activity to known applications, and prevent malicious 

people and programs from exploiting holes in operating systems and other 
software applications

6. Ensures that the information you need is there when you need it and it can 
recovered if the information is damaged in the system.

Down
1.    It is one of the methods of social engineering
2.    The information stored on client computer by a webserver is called a
4.  ______________ is harmful software, usually installed without your knowledge

InfoSec Quiz
1. It is one of the malware
    (a)gossips   (b)threat   (c)vulnerability   (d)ransomware

2. We can click on the links received from known or unknown emails ID’s
    (a)True   (b)False

3. We can copy the content available over internet and we cannot be sued for
    copyright violations
    (a)True   (b)False

4. A Hacked computer can be used to
    (a)Infect other systems   (b)Harm your system by malware
    (c)Help your system with latest updates   (d)Both a and b

5. My email is private and no one can look into it
    (a)True   (b)False

     
logon to

www.infosecawareness.in/contest
to participate in Infosec Contest and WIN PRIZES



 Guess Tip

Guess the Tip which best suits the cartoon by logging in to
http://www.infosecawareness.in
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InfoSec Tip
All Wi-Fi equipment support some form of encryption,so enable them.

Wi-Fi Security
Internet users are widely using Wi-Fi devices to access Internet. Every year millions of Wi-Fi devices are sold in the market.
Out of these most of the wireless devices are vulnerable in their default configuration mode. Since end users are not fully
aware of security levels to be set on these devices, these get rendered vulnerable. By taking advantage of these unsecured Wi-
Fi devices terrorists and hackers fulfill their needs.

Tips for securing Wireless Communications
•	 Always use strong password for encryption
 A strong password should have atleast 15 characters with uppercase letters, lowercase letters, numbers and symbols. 

Also it is recommended to change the encryption key frequently so that it makes difficult for the cracker to break the  
encryption key. Do not use WEP for encryption, rather use WPA/WPA2.

       Restrict access to the Access Point based on MAC address
        In order to allow authorized users to connect to the Access Point, wireless clients should be provided access based on
        MAC address.
•	 Change the default username and Password of the Access Point
         Most of the users do not change the default passwords while configuring the Access Point. But it is recommended to keep
        a strong password, as this default password information can be known from product manufacturers.
•	 Do not broadcast your network name
        SSID information is used to identify a Access Point in the network and also the wireless clients connect to the network
        using this information. Hence, in order to allow authorized users to connect to the network, the information should not
        be provided in public.
•	 Disable DHCP service
         When the number of users accessing the Access Point is less, it is recommended to disable the DHCP service. As this may
         make the attackers easy to connect to the network once they get associated with the Access Point.
•	 Shutdown the Access Point when not in use
 Hackers try to brute force the password to break the keys, so it is good practice to turnoff the Access points during                           

extended periods of Non-use. For more details visit
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Importance of Passwords

• Password represents the identity of an individual for a system.
• A password helps individuals in protecting personal information 

from being viewed by unauthorized users. Hence it is important to 
secure passwords.

• Password  acts  like  a  barrier between the users and his personal 
information

Possible Vulnerabilities with Passwords are

• Passwords shared with other persons, might be misused.
• Passwords can be forgotten
• Stolen password can be used by an unauthorized user who may 

collect your personal information
• Easy Passwords such as name, date of birth, mobile numbers could 

be guessed by anybody and misuse them 
• If you use same password for all accounts, It would be easy for the 

hackers to crack all account passwords 

“You are responsible 
for safeguarding 
your ID and 
password.”
“Never write your 
passwords on paper 
or anywhere else for 
referring”

Password is a key or a Secret word or a string of characters which is used to protect your 
assets or information from others in the cyber world. It is used for authentication, to prove 
our identity or to gain access to our own resources. It should be kept secret to prevent access 
by unauthorized users.

In social networking sites like Facebook, Orkut, and LinkedIn each of which is studded with 
answers to commonly used security questions such as favourite place, school, college, etc..

ABOUT                
PASSWORDS
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Concept

Various Techniques used by hackers/crackers to retrieve your 
passwords
Shoulder Surfing 
One way of stealing the password is standing behind an 
individual and look over their shoulder to read their password 
while they are typing it. Shoulder Surfing is a direct observation 
technique, such as looking over someone’s shoulder to get 
passwords, PINs, other sensitive personal information and 
even overhearing your conversation when you give your 
credit-card number over the phone.

Shoulder surfing is easily done in crowded places. It’s 
comparatively easy to stand next to someone and watch as 
they fill out a form, enter a PIN number at an ATM, or use a 
calling card at a public pay phone. It can also be done long 
distance with the help of binoculars or other vision-enhancing 
devices.

Your confidential information will be at risk if your passwords 
are observed by Shoulder Surfers. They can use your password 
information for logging into your account and they may do 
harm to your information.

Beware of shoulder surfing Make 
sure you donot use remember 
password option in browser

Writing your passwords on papers or storing it 
on hard disk
Strangers search for papers or the disk for passwords where 
they have been written. 

“Children donot write 
the passwords on any paper or 
on any disk drive to store it. 
Memorizing is the best way 
to store them”

Brutal force attacks
Another   way   of   stealing   the   password   is   through 
guesses. Hackers try all the possible combinations with the 
help of personal information of an individual. They will try 
with the person’s name, pet name (nickname), numbers (date 
of birth, phone numbers), school name… etc.. When there are 
large numbers of combinations of passwords the hackers use 
fast processors and some software tools to crack the password. 
This method of cracking password is known as “Brute force 
attack”.

“Do not use  a  
password  that  
represents  
your personal 
information
like nicknames, 
phone numbers,
date of birth, 
etc..”

Dictionary attacks
Hackers also try with all possible dictionary words to crack 
your password with the help of some software tools. This is 
called a “Dictionary attack”. 

“Children donot use 
dictionary words (like animal, 
plants, birds or meanings) while 
creating the passwords for 
login accounts”

“Children  should not  give  
their  passwords to  their 
friends  or  to anyone through
online chatting, e-mails 
or even through phone 
conversations”

“Never write your 
passwords on paper 
or anywhere else for 
referring”
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Sharing your passwords with strangers

Sharing the passwords with unknown persons (strangers) may 
also lead to loss of your personal information. They can use 
your login information and can get access to your information. 
The operating system does not know who is logging into the 
system, it will just allow any person who enters the credential 
information   into   the   login   page.   Strangers,   after   getting   
access   to   your information, can do anything with it. They can 
copy, modify or delete it.

blank passwords

Weak and blank passwords are one of the easiest ways for 
attackers to crack your system.

Strong and easiest to remember Password

A strong Password should have combinations of Alphabets, 
Numbers and Characters such as c.!@*^&)(~@. Remembering 

these passwords are very difficult. 

Things to be remembered while creating 
Strong Passwords

• Use at least 8 characters or more to create a password. The 
more number of characters we use, the more secure is our 
password.

• Use various combinations of characters while creating 
a password. For example,  create a  password consisting 
of a  combination  of lowercase, uppercase, numbers and 
special characters etc..

• Avoid using the words from dictionary. They can be 
cracked easily.

• Create a password such that it can be remembered. This 
avoids the need to write passwords somewhere, which is 
not advisable.

• A password must be difficult to guess.
• Change the password frequently at least 2 weeks once 

• Change the password once in two weeks or when you 
suspect someone knows the password.

• Do not use a password that was used earlier.
• Be careful while entering a password when someone is 

sitting beside you.
• Store the passwords on computer with the help of an 

encryption utility.
• Do not use the name of things located around you as 

passwords for your account.

Guidelines for maintaining a good 
password



Passpet
Convenient Password Management and Phishing Protection

Passpet makes logging in to websites easier: just click a button to fill in your username 
and password. You only need to memorize one secret, and Passpet will generate a 
different password for each site. Even if there is a break-in at one site, your other 
accounts and passwords are safe. Passpet protects you from attackers who try to fool 
you into revealing passwords because each password is generated only for the site 
where you originally established it.

Passpet was presented in a paper published at SOUPS 2006 (the Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security). 

Here are a few ways Passpet improves on previous password helper tools:

• You click a button instead of typing in your password.
• Impostors can’t get you to give away your passwords, because you never type them in.
• The button you click is personalized, which makes it hard for impostors to fool you with a fake login.
• You can change your password for an individual site whenever you want.
• Your passwords are never saved in a file anywhere.
• You can use your passwords to log in from more than one computer.
• Someone who steals one of your passwords would have to do a lot of work to guess your other passwords, 

and you can make it take as much work as you want.
• You can inhibit attacks by choosing a trickier password, or just by waiting longer. 

The Passpet source code is released as open source under the Apache 2.0 License.

Source code: passpet-2007-04-08.zip
Source repository: http://zesty.ca/passpet/darcs
Firefox 1.5 extension: passpet.xpi

How to Use Passpet

Passpet appears on your Firefox toolbar as an animal icon. Everyone gets a randomly chosen animal with 
a randomly chosen name, so the Passpet button is hard for an impostor to imitate. When you first start 
Firefox, your Passpet is asleep. To awaken it, click on it and enter your master secret.

http://passpet.org/

TOOLS
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@Airforce, Begumpet

@Srikrishna Vidya Mandir, Visakapatnam

@Amrutha  college  of Engineering, 
Bangalore

WORKSHOPS

@College of Airwarfare, Hyderabad

@Ministry of Civil Av iation , Delhi

@DOOM University, Dehradhun@University of Petroleum and Energy 
Studies , Dehradun

@University of Petroleum and Energy 
Studies , Dehradun

To conduct workshop on “Information Security Awareness” at your place
Click Request for a Workshop at http://isea-pmu.in/
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For more details visit
www.infosecawareness.in

Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (C-DAC), a Scientific Society of Department of Electronics 
and Information Technology, Ministry of Communications & Information Technology, Government of India, 
is primarily an R&D institution involved in design, development and deployment of Advanced Electronics 
and Information Technology Solutions, including the celebrated PARAM series of Supercomputers. The 
C-DAC, Hyderabad is working in R&D with a focus on system level programming, web technologies and 
embedded programming in the application domains of Network Security, e-learning, Ubiquitous Computing, 

India Development Gateway (www.indg.in), Supply Chain Management and Wireless Sensor Networks.

Department of Electronics & Information Technology,
Ministry of Comunications &  Information Technology,
Government of India

To share tips / Latest news mail us to
pmu-isea@cdac.in

Follow us on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/infosecawareness

Follow us on Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWPBKQryyVvydUy4rYsbBfA

Follow us on twitter
https://twitter.com/CDAC_ISEA


